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Marlborough’s current exhibition seems more fit for a museum than for an art gallery. The title, 

“Spanish Sculpture. Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries,” is not mere bait for wide-public appeal. It 

truly does go through almost all the key names in the history of Spanish modern sculpture. Although 

we can only see graphic work by Picasso here –a few prints from the Suite Vollard and Suite 347 

series–, he is implicitly present in a piece by Julio González which is exhibited nearby. After all, is was a 

joint venture between the two that forever changed the art of sculpture. We could say that the 

exhibition chronologically begins with González and ends with young artists like Blanca Muñoz and 

David Rodríguez Caballero. In between, all the rest: Chillida, Antonio López, Manolo Valdés, Cristina 

Iglesias, Jaume Plensa... 

 

One of the few fundamental names which is not present at the exhibition is Jorge Oteiza.  In one of my 

random travels through YouTube, I once found a brief interview with the Basque sculptor at the Venice 

Biennale of 1988, where his work occupied a relevant space. With impassioned arrogance, the first 

thing he remarks is that Biennale is a feast of mediocrity and that, in the midst of it, there are only two 

real artists: Jasper Johns and himself. This was possibly true, but what is more appealing for the 

spectator is how, through those two artists –Oteiza speaks of himself almost in the third person–, he 

establishes a whole history of modern art. Johns would represent a school which hails from Dada and 

Surrealism, whose intention is to “awaken” mankind, whereas he would represent the other great 

tendency of twentieth-century art, this is, one of pure formal experimentation. Not only that: Oteiza, 

according to Oteiza, would not have been a mere participant of that tendency but its last member, the 

one who put an end to all the experiments hailing from Cubism, eventually arriving at the emptiness of 

form and, with it, the exhaustion of sculpture. 

 

At the Marlborough show there is a sculpture by Miquel Navarro very appropriately placed alongside 

the Julio González piece. Fifty years separate them and yet Navarro’s debts with González are perfectly 

visible. The extreme simplification of his figures is present in other works in the exhibition, like those of 

Pablo Gargallo, including his intimidating Great Prophet. Taking Oteiza’s point of view, it’s easy to see 

the evolution of sculpture as an unequivocal straight line towards a progressive purging of figurative 

traces, especially when at this exhibition we find such imposing figures as Chillida. Successive 

generations of artists only seem to corroborate this theory: the subtle compositions of Cristina Iglesias, 

the abstract organisms of Blanca Muñoz, the folding sheets of David Rodríguez Caballero. 
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Oteiza’s theory is very similar to Clement Greenberg’s, who, beginning with Abstract Expressionism, 

saw painting as an inevitable path towards an absolute purification of form. Although I had already 

questioned this theory, and despite the fact that there are such notable figurative sculptors in the 

exhibition as Antonio López and Juan Muñoz, I found no better challenge to the “theory of 

purification” than four small works by Francisco Leiro. Though not in the rectilinear sense of a Julio 

González, Leiro’s figures are simple in their strongly organic roughness. These four sculptures all 

represent the theme of Lazarus abandoning his tomb. If we follow the “theory of purification”, where 

does a sculptor like this fit in, seeing that he isn’t a follower of Oteiza, but neither of Jasper Johns? 

When one feels overwhelmed by theory, we need to face sculptures like Leiro’s in order to remember 

that human beings need figurative representations, expressive sculptures like these, realistic despite 

their roughness, a fiction in which to see ourselves reflected. In order to arrive at the happy ending of 

art history Oteiza and others supported, we would need to rid ourselves of sculptors as brilliant as 

Leiro. And that is something I am not willing to do. 

 

Spanish Sculpture. Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries. Marlborough gallery. Orfila, 5. Madrid. 

Until 21 March.  

 

 
Francisco Leiro, Lazarus 9, 3, 11 and 8. 
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